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ABSTRACT
The heavy-tailed distribution provides a much better fit to financial
data than the normal distribution. Modeling heavy-tailed distributions is done by
resorting to stable distribution. The parameters of stock-market are estimated by
the MLE. To check the superiority of stable over normal distribution, we used
both graphical methods as well as test statistics for normal and for stable
distribution.
INTRODUCTION
Over decades, development and modeling of financial concepts was
based on the assumption that the financial data was distributed normally (i.e. the
data was supposed to possess Gaussian distribution). That was the case with
option pricing, risk analysis, etc. But the huge losses incurred (for example,
cases of Barings or Daiwa and huge stock market downtrends) made the analysts
to go back and locate the roots of the mis-analysis. It was Mandelbrot (1963),
who found that the data was highly skewed and also had huge tails and
recognized that these were not the characteristics of Gaussian distribution. He
finally concluded that the financial data have a non-Gaussian distribution with
huge tails. This distribution with huge tails was named as “Heavy-tailed
distribution”. They are also known as Power-law distribution (since they have
power-law decay), fat-tailed, long-tailed distribution. These distributions are
hyperbolic in nature and are highly skewed. An important thing to remember is
the skewness is only a possibility. Even the distributions which are not skewed
but have huge tails are said be heavy-tailed distributions. Examples of heavytailed distributions are the Pareto, Levy, log-gamma distributions. The most
interesting feature and the feature that made these distributions popular is that
these distributions can accommodate extreme values (i.e. extremely large values
or extremely small values). In these distributions, the data will have power-law
decay instead of the usual exponential decay, which occurs in Gaussian
distributions. The existence of heavy-tailed distributions is not limited to
finance. Even most of the data in economics, geology, climatology, signal
processing, insurance, environmetrics do have heavy-tailed distributions. See
Rachev (2003), Adler et.al., (1997), Embrechts et.al., (1953), Coles (2001),
Barry (1983), Zolotarev (1986), Press (1972), and among others. The heavytailed distributions are defined as
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Heeavy-Tailed Diistribution
IIdentifying Heeavy-tailed disstribution
Over the
t course of time,
t
a large number
n
of methhods was deveeloped to
iddentify whetheer a given dataa set has a heaavy-tailed distrribution or nott. This is
vvery importantt since this co
onclusion makkes the data too be considereed either
G
Gaussian or Non-Gaussiaan. This claassification can be donee either
m
mathematicallyy or graphically
y. If the distribbution of a giveen data is know
wn and if
itt can be expreessed in the form of equationn (1.1), then thhe data is saidd to have
hheavy-tailed distributions. Bu
ut a problem arrises when the distribution off a given
ddata is not know
wn. Then the identification can
c be done graaphically. Therre exist a
loot of graphicaal methods to carry
c
out the identification
i
p
process.
Some of them
aare normal probbability plots, box plots, andd CCDF (Compplementary Cumulative
D
Distribution Fuunction) test.
G
Graphical meethods to identtify heavy-tailled distributioon
((a)Plot the givven data and ch
heck if it exhibbits hyperbolic nature. If yes, then the
ddata have heavyy-tailed distrib
bution. See figuure 1 below.
Figure 1:: Hyperbolic distribution
d

p
is
(b) Normal Proobability plots:: Normal probability plot alsso known as pp-plot
oone of the grapphical means fo
or determiningg normality of the
t given data.. Normal
pprobability plotts provide the information about
a
the outlieers in a given data and
sskewness of thhe data graphiccally. In the noormal probability plots, the values
v
of
thhe given depeendent variablee (arranged in ascending ordder) are plottedd against
thhe percentiles of a normal distribution.
d
If the graph is liinear then the data are
ssaid to be norm
mal. Given beelow are differrent cases of a probability plot.
p
The
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F
Figure 2 showss the probabiliity plot for left
ft-skewed data.. The plot starrts below
thhe line, crossees the line an
nd then ends below
b
the linee. Figure 3 shhows the
pprobability plot for right-skeewed data. It starts above thee line, crosses the line
aand then again ends above th
he line. Figure 4 shows the probability plott for data
hhaving symmeetric heavy-tailled distributioons. The plot starts below the line,
ccrosses the linee in the lower end stays abovve the line. Whhen it reaches to about
thhe middle of the
t line, the plot crosses the line and stays below. Finallyy it ends
aabove the line. Note that if th
he data possess heavy-tailed distribution annd is not
ssymmetric, the basic outline of
o the plot rem
mains the same except that thee plot do
nnot cross the linne exactly in the
t middle, sim
milarly figure 5 show probability plot
oof symmetric liight-tailed dataa.
Figu
ure 2: Normall probability plot
p for Left-Skewed data

Figurre 3: Normal probability
p
pllot for Right-S
Skewed Data

4 Normal probability plot Symmetric
S
Heeavy-tailed Daata
Figure 4:
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L
D
Data
Figure 5: Normal probability plot for Symmetric Light-tailed

F
Figure 5 show
ws the normal probability plot for data haaving symmetrric lighttaailed distributiion. The plot starts
s
above thhe line, crosses the line in thhe lower
eend, stays beloow the line un
ntil it reaches the mid point of the line. When it
rreaches to abouut the middle of
o the line, the plot crosses thhe line and stayys above.
F
Finally it ends below
b
the line..
(c) Box plot: Box-plot
B
is a grraphical way too represent datta in terms of quartiles.
q
A
Along with theese, it also sho
ows the lowerr limit, upper limit
l
and any possible
ooutliers in the given
g
data. An
ny outliers in thhe given data are
a shown as stars,
s
and
aare located awaay from the recctangular regioon. If the box plot for the giiven data
hhas outliers on both sides and
d has tails longeer than the lenggth of the box, then the
ddata is said to have
h
heavy-tailled distributionn. Example of such box plot is
i shown
bbelow.
Figure 6: Box
x plot for heavvy-tailed distribution
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Modeling Heavy-tailed distribution
Heavy-tailed distributions can be modeled by any of the following distributions
such as Stable, Student’s t, hyperbolic, Normal inverse Gaussian or truncated
stable distributions. In this paper, stable distributions are considered to model
the given data from a heavy-tailed distribution. The main reason for the
selection of stable distribution is they are the only distributions supported by the
generalized central limit theorem which are leptokurtic (a distribution is said to
be leptokurtic if its kurtosis is less than 3). Most of the financial data (in general
case empirical data) discussed above follow heavy-tailed distribution and in
most cases are asymmetric, and so cannot be modeled by Gaussian distributions.
Therefore, stable distributions are the only alternative.
Stable Distribution
Consider the variables X1, X2, X3..., Xn that are independent, identically
, where n is a positive
distributed variables. If
integer, an > 0, and bn is a constant, then X1, X2, X3... Xn are said to have Stable
distribution. In the above equation, an usually takes the form of ⁄ . Detailed
discussion about α is given below. If n independent random variables have
stable distribution and same index α, are added, the resulting distribution is
again a stable distribution with index α. However, this condition is not satisfied
when the variables have different index α, i.e. they exhibit invariance property
of . Since there is no closed form expression for the densities of stable
, , which is
distributions, it is described by a characteristic function of ,
the Inverse Fourier Transform of the PDF which is given as follows:
| | 1
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1
exp
∞
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where H is the Distribution Function, and α where 0 < α ≤ 2 is the
Characteristic Exponent or index of stable distribution. In literature there are
different notations for the four parameters of a stable distribution i.e. α, β, , and
c whose details are presented in the table below.
exp

Table 1: Stable distribution parameters
parameter
α
β
c

Name

Possible values
0

2

Index of Stability, Tail index, Tail
Exponent
Skewness Parameter

− 1 ≤ β ≤1

Location
Scale

δ ∈R
c>0
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α determines the type of distribution and the length of the tails. The length of
the tails increases as the value of α decrease from 2 to 0. If α =2, the
distribution is normal, and if α =1, the distribution is Cauchy. If α is in the
range of 0 to 2, then the distribution is a Stable distribution. Higher order
If, for a
moments such as variance and others exist only when α = 2.
distribution, α is less than 2, then the distribution is leptokurtic and has fat
tails, and the variance is infinite. This seems to be inappropriate. But in the
distributions with infinite variations, one of the summands contributes the most
to the sum of variables. This can be perfectly applied to a case, when there is a
probability for large deviations in a single variable, while this type of probability
can be ruled out, or is minimum in the case of remaining variables. This is a
perfect fit for situations that occur frequently in Stock markets, financial
institutions, earthquakes, etc. As discussed, the existence of mean and variance
depends on α . When α equals 2 both mean and variance exist. But when α
is in the range of 1 and 2, the mean exists while variance becomes infinite. Even
in such cases, the variance of the distribution can be measured. Since the mean
exists, the absolute mean deviation can be calculated and can be used as a
measure of variance of the distribution. When α < 1, both mean and variance
are infinite. In some cases, the tail index exponent α helps in finding the
estimates of the remaining variables. According to Mandelbrot (1963), “when α
is greater than 1, the location parameter
is equal to the mean of the
distribution”. β determines the skewness of the distribution. If the value of β
ranges from -1 to 0, then the distribution is left-skewed. If its value is equal to
zero, then the distribution is symmetric. Instead if the value of β is greater than
zero but less than one, then the distribution is right-skewed. When α starts
approaching 2, the distribution starts becoming Gaussian, irrespective of the
value of β. Note that β is zero in case of Gaussian distribution or symmetric
stable distribution. The parameter as described above is location parameter,
while c is the scale parameter.
Behavior of Stable distributions under different parameter conditions
Case 1: Effect of α on Symmetric stable distributions:
Shown below in the figure 7 is the picture to show dependence of the
distribution on α when the distribution is symmetric. In this distribution, α
ranges from 1 to 2, β = 0, c=1 and =0. It can be seen that when α=2, the curve
converges and exhibits Gaussian behavior. But when it starts decreasing towards
1, the time taken to converge increases. In figure 2.7 for α = 1.0, 1.2, 1.4, 1.6,
1.8. 2.0 the color of the graph is blue, red, pink, grey, green, and orange,
respectively.
Figure 7: Symmetric stable distribution for 1.0 ≤ α ≤ 2.0, β=0
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Case 2: (i) Effect of α on Asymmetric stable distributions (right-skewed
distribution).
(ii) Effect of α on Asymmetric stable distributions (left-skewed distribution).
See Ravi (2005).
Case 3: Effect of β on stable distributions: Shown below in figure 8 is the effect
of β on the stable distribution. When β < 0, (in this case, β=-1, -0.5 as shown by
black and green curves) the distribution is left-skewed. When β = 0, (in this case
as shown by the pink curve) the stable distribution is symmetric. It reaches its
maximum value at zero. And when β > 0, (in this case, β=0.5, 1 as shown by
red and blue curves) the stable distribution is right-skewed. In figure 8 describes
β = -1.0, -0.5, 0, 0.5, 1.0 for color of the graph is black, green, pink, red and
blue, respectively. See Ravi (2005) for alpha = 1.5 and 2.0.
Figure 8: Stable distributions for α=1.0 and -1 ≤ β ≤ 1
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Testing For Normality
In this paper, the data are collected from the closing prices of Dow-Jones
Industrial average from Jan 1 1984 to Dec 31, 1997. The reason for the selected
large span of time is that there were a lot of studies which were based on the
assumption that when data comes from the stock market and is large, it exhibits
properties of normal distribution. The main aim of this paper is to show that for
such data from stock-market, heavy-tailed distributions are better fit when
compared to that of normal distribution. Several graphical tests such as box-plot,
probability plot and also tests such as the Shapiro-Wilk test, KolmogorovSmirnov test, Anderson-darling test and the Cramer-Von test can be carried out
to prove that the given data is normally distributed or not.
(1)
Box plot: In figure 9, the box-plot for the data is shown. There are
outliers on both sides of the rectangle. The length of the lines attached to
rectangle is long when compared to the length of the rectangle indicating that
the distribution has heavier tails. Therefore when this box plot is compared with
the prototype box-plot, it can be concluded that the data is not from a normal
distribution.
Figure 9: Box-plot for the stock-market data
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(2)
Normaal Probability plot: The norm
mal probabilityy plot for the selected
sstock-market data
d
is shown in figure 10. Although,
A
for 90% of time, the plot
rremains on thee line, the folllowing importtant points muust be noted. The
T plot
sstarts below thee actual line. Then
T
it crossess the line and stays
s
above thee line. In
thhe middle of the
t plot, the pllot again crossses the line andd stays below the line.
Immediately, itt crosses the lin
ne and ends abbove the normaal line. So the behavior
oof probability plots
p
for the giiven stock-marrket data does not match witth that of
thhe probability plot from norrmal distributioon. Therefore, we will concllude that
thhe given stockk-market does not have norm
mal distributioon based on itss normal
pprobability plott behavior.
Figgure 10 Norm
mal probabilityy plot for the stock-market
s
d
data

Histoggram: From th
he histogram (see figure 11), and fittingg of the
(3)
nnormal curve on
o the histogram
m, it can be cooncluded that the
t data is from
m normal
ddistribution. Thhis conclusion is different whhen compared to
t the conclusioons from
thhe box plot andd normal probaability plot.
JJournal of Mathhematical Scieences & Mathematics Education, Vol. 5, Noo.1

T
To confirm thee distribution of
o the data, whhether it is norrmal or not, a series of
sstatistical testss such as th
he Kolmogoroov-Smirnov, Anderson-Darl
A
ling, the
C
Cramer-Von Mises
M
test are peerformed.
Figure 11 Histogram
H
for stock-markett data

Table 2:Tesst statistics forr testing norm
mality
Test

Normal

Stable

K
Kolmogorov-S
Smirnov

D=0.10998;
D
P < 0.01

D=.0544; P=00.25

Cramer-Von Mises

W-Sq=10.4064; P < 0.005

W
W-sq=0.1476;
P=0.08

Anderson-Darling

A--Sq=60.5085; P<0.005
P

A-sq=0.8939; P=
=0.06

T
Table 2 shows the tests, theirr statistics and p-values. The Kolmogorov-S
Smirnov,
C
Cramer-Von Mises,
M
and the Anderson-Darl
A
ling tests are performed
p
on the
t given
sstock-market daata. For the no
ormal test, all p-values
p
of all these
t
tests are less than
00.05. Thereforee it can be co
oncluded basedd on results off all the tests, that the
sstock-market data
d
is not norm
mally distributted. For Stablee test, all p-vaalues are
laarger than 0.005 meaning th
hat the stock--market is froom stable disttribution.
A
Although histoogram shows that
t
data is bell shaped, sinnce all the othher tests
cconclude that it
i is not normaally distributedd, it is finally concluded
c
that the data
aare not from a normal
n
distribu
ution.
M
Modeling
Data
a From Heavyy-Tailed Distributions
A
As discussed earlier, the dataa of closing priices of Dow-Joones industriall average
is collected froom stock-mark
ket for the perriod Jan 1 19884 – Dec 31, 1997. In
JJournal of Mathhematical Scieences & Mathematics Education, Vol. 5, Noo.1

some of his early works, Moore (1991) was able to prove that weekly changes in
stock prices from New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) had normal distribution.
But he considerably ignored the fact that the distribution had longer tails than
compared to normal distribution. In the words of Teichmoeller (1971), “Stock
prices do not appear to exhibit the properties which would indicate that stock
price changes are represented by a simple mixture of normal distributions”. To
support these discussions, series of tests are carried out on the collected stockmarket data. Although in section of box-plot, it has been proved that the data is
not from the normal distribution, the fact that the data possess heavy-tailed
distribution is to be established. This is done by carrying out the box-plot test
and probability plot test. Again using box-plot of the stock-market data (see
figure 9), we observe that the outliers are on both sides of the rectangle,
therefore the data posses very heavy tails. Since the length of whiskers seems to
be proportionate to the length of the rectangle, so it can be concluded that the
data is almost symmetric possessing heavy-tails. Based on the probability plot
shown in figure 10, the normal probability plot test establishes the fact that the
given stock-market data is from symmetric heavy-tailed distribution.
Logarithms of the collected stock prices are calculated. The main reason for
calculating logarithms of the stock prices is for a given price level of a stock, it
is observed that the variability of everyday price changes is an increasing
function. Taking logarithm would eliminate the price-level effect. And one more
point to be noted is, the estimation procedures are never employed on raw data
available from the market. Instead the returns of daily stock prices are calculated
and then estimation procedures are employed on these returns. These returns are
calculated by taking the logarithm of the ratio of previous closing price and the
present closing price. The values of the parameters of stable distribution are
estimated based on these stock price return values by the method of Maximum
likelihood estimation (DuMouchel, 1973). Although the maximum likelihood
estimation method is slower (although not the slowest) when compared to other
algorithms or methods currently in use, it almost yields the accurate estimators.
Using the maximum likelihood, we can either perform direct integration or use
FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) method which is equally good. The most
commonly used is direct integration due to certain limitations on FFT method.
Here, data are simulated using direct integration. The simulation results are
presented below in table 3. The Stable distribution is then modeled using these
parameter values and the corresponding curve is plotted.
Table 3: Estimated values of Stable distribution parameters for given
Stock-market data
Parameter
Estimated value
Tail Exponent(α)
1.5153
Skewness Parameter (β)
0.1609
Scale Parameter (c)
0.0021
Location Parameter(δ)
-0.0002
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T
The parameterss briefly explaain the behavioor of the stablee distribution curve
c
for
thhe collected sttock-market daata. The tail exxponent(α) value being 1.5, indicates
i
thhat although tails
t
exist, they
y are not thatt heavy since its value is cllose to 2
(when α equal to 2, stable diistribution becoomes Gaussiann). It also expllains that
thhe first momennt i.e. the mean
n exists for thiss data. The skeewness parametter being
00.16 indicates that
t the data is skewed right. Also the locatiion parameter indicates
i
a slight deviatiion from the center.
c
The staable distributioon is then fitteed to the
ddata. Figure 122 depicts this. Although, it reesembles the normal
n
curve, it is not.
T
This can be noted
n
by obseerving the taills of the curvve. They seem
m to be
cconverging buut really don’t. Thus, it preserves the property of the
t
noncconvergence of
o tails in heaavy-tailed disttributions. Thee reason it reesembles
nnormal curve is due to its taiil exponent vaalue which is equal
e
to 1.5 (seee stable
ddistribution secction regarding
g the behavior of stable distributions). In fiigure 13,
thhis fitted stable distribution curve
c
is superiimposed on thee normal curvee so as to
hhave a better unnderstanding of the difference between the two fitted curvves.
Conclusioons
T
The main aim of this paper is to show thhat the stable distributions
d
p
provide
a
bbetter fit to stock-market dataa when compared to normal distribution. Inn section
44, the Stable distribution
d
is fitted
f
for the given
g
stock-maarket data. Thiis can be
ddone either grapphically or by carrying out seeries of tests. Proceeding
P
graaphically,
thhe stable distrribution fit and
d the normal curve for the stock-market data are
ssuper-imposed on each otherr in figure 13. When compaared, stable disstribution
pprovides betterr fit to the histogram
h
thann normal distrribution. This can be
eexplained eitheer in terms of height
h
or in most
m of the casees where it touuches the
tiips of the barss of the histog
gram. Thereforre graphically stable
s
distributtions are
pproved to proviide much betteer fit when com
mpared to norm
mal distributionns. But to
pprove it techniically a series of tests are performed.
p
Hennce, by both graphical
g
m
means and performing tests, it showed thaat a stable disttribution providde much
bbetter fit than when
w
compared
d to the fit provvided by a norm
mal distributionn.
F
Figure 12 Stab
ble distribution fitted to histtogram of stocck-market datta

omparing Fittted normal and stable distriibutions
Figure 4.2 Co
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Figure 13: Comparing Fitted Normal and Stable Distribution
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